
Sevco finds missing assets so you can protect them.

The typical enterprise’s key security tools are underdeployed by 20%. On average, Sevco has found: 

Sevco Security 3-1-1 Asset Intelligence Assessment 
3 Sources  |  1 Person  |  1 Hour  

DATASHEET

The Sevco 3-1-1 Asset Intelligence Assessment will quickly highlight security gaps in your environment by providing visibility into assets 
missing security tools coverage. The assessment can be completed in one hour or less and will provide you with a custom executive 
report, specific to your environment, with actionable insights that can be implemented immediately.

31% of IT assets not covered by enterprise vulnerability management

11% of IT assets are missing endpoint protection

15% of IT assets are not covered by enterprise patch management

Sevco 4D Asset Intelligence Platform

Although most enterprises have EDR, patch management, and vulnerability solutions in place, they are often not fully deployed.  
Just one missed device can compromise your enterprise.

Sevco’s Asset Intelligence Platform provides comprehensive visibility of enterprise assets so you can:

• Close security gaps: Quickly identify assets missing security tools coverage

• Prioritize vulnerabilities: Hunt for vulnerable conditions in your environment 

• Validate compliance: Quickly and easily validate compliance with security control frameworks

• Expedite incident response: Shorten IR investigations with a single pane of glass view with asset telemetry

• Reduce cyber insurance costs: Validate the reduced risk in your environment—lowering premiums

“ We use Sevco to drive real-time IT and security operations, incident response, and  
streamline processes around updating end-of-life systems, managing BYOD devices,  
and hunting vulnerabilities.”

– Albert Attias, Senior Director of Enterprise Security at Workday



What is the Sevco 3-1-1 Asset Intelligence Assessment? 

The Sevco 3-1-1 Asset Intelligence Assessment is designed to quickly and easily show security gaps and missing security tools coverage. 
All that’s needed for an assessment is one (1) person, a one (1) hour meeting, and three (3) sources of data from your existing environment.

DATASHEETDATASHEET

Step 1

Schedule a 1 hour meeting with Sevco with  
1 technical ‘admin’ attendee and 3 API  
credentials for cloud-based security tools  
to integrate.

1 Hour1 Person
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About Sevco Security

Sevco is the cloud-native CAASM platform delivering the industry’s most accurate, real-time IT asset inventory. Hundreds of companies 
rely on Sevco’s 4D Asset Intelligence engine to bridge the gap between IT and security teams. By providing a continuously updated  
inventory of assets, Sevco autonomously identifies and closes previously unknown security gaps, while dramatically improving incident 
response. Sevco’s patented asset telemetry uncovers significant security gaps and out-of-compliance assets in every deployment without 
fail. Founded in 2020 and based in Austin, Texas. For more information, visit https://sevcosecurity.com or follow us on LinkedIn.

Step 2

During the meeting, we’ll show you how quickly 
your APIs can be integrated. Within a few 
minutes, the Sevco platform will populate with 
a live view of your environment.

Step 3  

In one week, we’ll schedule a follow-up meeting  
to deliver a personalized “Insight Report” with  
recommendations for addressing the risks,  
exposures, vulnerabilities, and new device findings. 

And that’s it. 

With the Sevco 3-1-1 Asset Intelligence Assessment, you don’t have to worry about duplicate device counts, device deduping, 
or manual correlation of data—we take care of the heavy lifting—and all in a matter of days.

Sevco connected to the 5 sources below and pulled in their device inventory data for  
analysis and correlation into a single unified device inventory for Vandalay. The following 
counts are accurate as of yesterday. For the latest real-time information, see the current 
numbers in your dashboard. 

Topic and  
Severity of Issue

Endpoint 
Security

End of Life  
Systems

Vulnerability  
Management

Other

OS HIGH MED HIGH MED HIGH MED LOW

Windows clients
15,842 total

98
devices

(1.4%)
0

31 
devices
(<0.5%)

0
3,343

devices
(50.2%)

0 N/A

Windows Servers
1,956 total

1,121
devices
(57.3%)

0 0
35

devices
(1.8%)

1,592
devices
(81.4%)

0 N/A

MacOS systems
805 total

23
devices
(2.9%)

0
12

devices
(1.5%)

N/A N/A N/A

Linus systems
578 total

9
devices

(1.6%)
0 0 0 N/A N/A N/A

Any OS²
10,839 total 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
143 

devices
(<.001%)

The following counts represent systems with potential security issues from coverage gaps or depreciation. 
Specific issues are further detailed below.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/sevcosecurity
https://www.sevcosecurity.com/



